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1 Introduction.

For peptide mass fingerprinting, search engines like Sequest, Mascot, Protein-
Prospector use as input data a list of monoisotopic mass values. This mass list is
extracted from the mass spectrum compound of Gaussian peaks. The search en-
gine relies entirely on the extraction of the monoisotopic mass by the extraction
software which is proprietary software from the mass spectrometer manufacturer.
If the extraction software miss-assigned the monoisotopic peak by one mass unit,
the data base search is completely wrong. On the other hand in the case of noisy
peaks which very often carry the information on the more interesting proteins
and in the case of two overlapping isotopic clusters, the extraction software gave
very often a poor result.

2 Materials and Methods.

In [1], we have presented a new search engine called ASCQ ME based on an
original algorithm for peptide mass fingerprinting directly from mass spectrum
without mass list extraction. First, each protein present in the FASTA data base,
is digested according to enzyme specificity. The isotopic cluster of each peptide is
then calculated using Fast Fourier Transform using the algorithm introduced by
A.L. Rockwood. The predicted spectrum is then matched against the experimen-
tal spectrum. The simplest scoring based on spectrum multiplication gave better
results than the classical peptide mass fingerprinting engines. In this paper we
present the online version of the software freely available.

3 Results

The online version of ASCQ ME has been developed by the Center of Bioin-
formatic of the Genopole of Lille and is available on the website of the Geno-
pole of Lille in France at the url https://www.genopole-lille.fr/logiciel/
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ascq me/. This application is proposed to compare your results obtained by your
favorite search engine. We propose a highly configurable environment developed
in Java Server Page (jsp) but no so freely configurable as a local version of the
engine ASCQ ME that is available for download on the website. User can choose
different parameters on the website:

– The digestion enzyme,
– The number of miscleavages (limited to 10),
– Amino acid for B, Amino acid for X, Amino acid for Z, Formula for peptides

mass (e.g. ”H”),
– A taxonomy,
– A fasta database (UniProtKB/SwissProt, your own database).

The online software provides:

– A ranked list of proteins with their sequence and their score,
– A graphical comparison of the experimental spectrum and the theoretical

spectrum of the identified protein that allows to zoom on a part of the
spectrum,

– A graphical view of the significant peptides.

The figure 1 shows an example of the results obtained for a search from a
spectrum of a CytC protein. For confidentiality, user data are not keep on the
server. This online version will be regularly updated to suit the evolution of the
ASCQ ME search engine.

Fig. 1. The webpages obtained for the identification of the CytC protein.
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